Pre-Sessional
&
English for
Academic Purposes
(E.A.P.)

We are with you
every step of the way
Early stages English Acquisition
Exam qualification English (IELTS, TOEFL, etc.)
University preparation (E.A.P.) and enrolment

About Atlantic S.E.A.L.
We believe expert tuition in small groups,
combined with an exciting leisure programme
that stimulates the mind and body, sets the tone
for a successful and pleasurable learning
experience. Our students build great confidence
in using English. Thanks to the hands-on, relaxed
approach of our teachers here in Schull,
students' progress isn't limited to just the
classroom setting; they give more effective
presentations, deal better with clients and
counterparts on the phone and by email, and feel
more confident communicating in English at
work and socially following their experience
here. Even shy students will

Who are we?
Atlantic S.E.A.L. is owned and managed
by partners Barbara Connelly and Peter
McDonnell. Barbara has over fifteen years'
experience teaching English communication
skills to foreign students in Ireland, the UK, and
abroad. She makes sure our teaching

Who are our students?
Our students come from all over the world and
from many backgrounds, but they have this in
common: they want to learn the language, live
the life, and love the leisure here in the scenic
setting of an English-speaking country. Our
students make great progress in their English
language skills, particularly listening and
speaking, even in a short time. Our courses are
professionally designed and our teachers are
qualified and experienced experts. Students
appreciate a warm and friendly classroom
atmosphere. They like the small class size of an
average of just six students because it gives them
plenty of opportunities to practise using English.
A lot of our students are lovers of nature and the
sea. In their free time, they enjoy a mix of leisure
activities from our programmes. These include
land or watersports, cultural or creative activities
and excursions. They want to be surrounded by
spectacular countryside and seascapes. They
enjoy nature, the outdoors, and fresh air.

methods are always updated. Peter is a marine
biologist and qualified diving instructor. He
manages the active leisure side of Atlantic
S.E.A.L., and often gives talks on marine ecology.
Both Barbara and Peter are passionate about
what they do. They are experienced and
qualified professionals.
enjoy the experience of living with a host family,
as often there will be other people of
a similar
age group in the household where
they stay. Our teachers accompany students on
leisure outings, so new language is reinforced
even while out having fun.

“If these are the kind of things you like,” says
Barbara, “you will find your ideal place here at
Atlantic SEAL. You will be very welcome to our
family!”
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PRE-SESSIONAL & ENGLISH ACADEMIC PURPOSES (E.A.P.)
?
Course Aims:
?
To further develop skills in reading,

writing, speaking and listening to the
level required to take part in a university
level course
?
To further develop study skills so as to

complete such a course successfully
?
To outline and practise research methods

using books and the Internet
?
To heighten awareness of the cultural

context of studying in Ireland in order to
be able to cope with the exigencies of
studying abroad

Course Programme
There are three twelve-week terms to the
course. Some students will need to attend all
three parts of the course, others two and yet
others only the final term. The length of time
required will depend on the level of English at
time of entry. This will need to be established
before the beginning of the time of study,
either by certification from a recognized
awarding body or by the level reached in the
Atlantic SEAL pre-course assessment tasks.
The first term is designed for students who are
on the way to a high A2 / low B1 and would aim
for students to reach a high B1. Similarly the
second term would aim from high B1 to B2 and
the final term from B2 to high B2/C1 according
to the level required by the requirements
needed for the prospective desired courses.

Methodology
The programme follows a pattern each day in
an effort to achieve all the stated objectives.
The first session will follow a course-book
appropriate for the level and English language
needs of the learners in terms of syntax, lexis
and phonology. The second session will
concentrate on improving the four skills of
reading, writing, speaking and listening in an
integrated programme. The afternoon sessions

will be dedicated to different activities; that is
supervised self-study, the completing of
projects, including research and IT study skills,
and outside visits to learn about Ireland, their
educational system and some sporting
activities, if required

Period 2
11:20 - 12:50

Grammatical
Structures/
Functions/
Integrated skills
(According to level,
based on an
appropriate course
book)

SAMPLE TIMETABLES

Period 3
2:10 - 3:10

Period 4
3:30 - 4:30

Build Your
Vocabulary
Activities/
Reading/Listening
Speaking
(Daily Topic)
Can take the form of
a setting up of
project presentation

Supervised task 1
(Written task /
preparation task for
next day)

Supervised task 2
(Work on projects /
presentations or
preparation task for
the next day)

Tue

Grammatical
Structures/
Functions/
Integrated skills
(According to level)

Build Your
Vocabulary
Activities/
Reading / Speaking
Listening Tasks
(Language games
and discussions) /
Project work

Supervised task 1
Written task /
preparation task for
next day

Supervised task 2
Work on projects /
presentations or
preparation task for
the next day

Wed

Grammatical
Structures/
Functions/
Integrated skills
(According to level)

Build Your
Vocabulary
Activities/
Reading / Speaking
Listening Tasks / Or
Work on projects

Thu

Grammatical
Structures/
Functions/
Integrated skills
(According to level)

Build Your
Vocabulary
Activities/
Speaking / Reading /
Listening Tasks
Can take form of
working on project
presentation

Supervised task 1
Reading task or
preparation task for
the next day

Supervised task 2
Work on projects /
presentations or
preparation task for
next day

Fri

Individual Feedback
interview with tutor
/ remedial exercises
/ Setting up of
weekend tasks

Individual
presentations or
project
presentations / Or
round-up
discussion/ Setting
up of weekend tasks

Weekend task 1
Preparation for this
task

Weekend task 2
Preparation for this
task

Mon

Period 1
9:30 - 11:00

LUNCH

PRE-SESSIONAL AND ENGLISH
FOR ACADEMIC PURPOSES (E.A.P.)

Cultural Visit

Period 1
9:30 - 11:00

Period 2
11:20 - 12:50

Listening into
speaking

Tue

LUNCH

PRE-SESSIONAL AND ENGLISH
FOR ACADEMIC PURPOSES (E.A.P.)

SAMPLE TIMETABLES

Period 3
2:10 - 3:10

Period 4
3:30 - 4:30

Setting up project in
pairs or small
groups Or Extension
of Listening task

Supervised task – 1
(Writing task)

Supervised Task – 2
(Plan project or
Prepare discussion
points)

Reading into writing

Work on projects or
extension of reading
task

Supervised task – 1
Writing – second
draft

Supervised Task – 2
Research project or
complete reading
task

Wed

Speaking into
writing in pairs,
groups or
individually

Reading in
specialised areas

Thu

Reading into
speaking

Work on projects or
Extension of reading
into speaking task

Supervised task – 1
(Writing task)

Supervised Task – 2
Work on project or
Reading task

Fri

Listening into
writing / Set up
weekend task

Presentation of
projects Or
Extension of
Listening into
speaking task

Weekend task 1 –
preparation for the
above

Weekend task 2 –
preparation for the
above

Mon

Cultural Visit

Mon

Period 1
9:30 - 11:00

Period 2
11:20 - 12:50

Specialist coursebook (IELTS)

LUNCH

PRE-SESSIONAL AND ENGLISH
FOR ACADEMIC PURPOSES (E.A.P.)

SAMPLE TIMETABLES

Period 3
2:10 - 3:10

Period 4
3:30 - 4:30

Setting up project in
pairs or small
groups/
Listening task

Supervised task - 1
Specialist coursebook (IELTS)
practice exercise or
task

Supervised Task – 2
(Plan project or
further Specialist
course-book (IELTS
task)

Supervised task - 1
Specialist coursebook (IELTS)
practice exercise or
task

Supervised Task – 2
Research project or
further Specialist
course-book (IELTS)
task

Tue

Specialist coursebook (IELTS)

Work on projects or
reading task

Wed

Specialist coursebook (IELTS)

Task in specialised
areas

Cultural Visit

Thu

Specialist coursebook (IELTS)

Work on projects or
reading task

Supervised task - 1
Specialist coursebook (IELTS)
practice task

Fri

Specialist coursebook (IELTS)/Set up
weekend task

Presentation of
projects Or Listening
task

Weekend task 1 –
preparation for the
above

Supervised Task – 2
Work on projects or
Specialist coursebook (IELTS)
practice task

Weekend task 2
Preparation for the
above

LEISURE OPTIONS

What’s available?

Activesports
Golf. Tuition with our golf tutor combines driving range with 9 hole golf course practice. For
advanced players, try the prestigious 18 hole Bantry Bay Golf course.
Horse-riding. Love horses? Try pony trekking and riding lessons at Ballycumisk stables.
Kayaking. Lessons for beginners or experienced kayakers with a qualified team of local
instructors. See our location from the sea! Special Midnight Kayaking trips on the nearby lake,
Lough Hyne.
Sailing. Learn the basics or more complex techniques at Schull Watersports Centre. Maximum 4
participants per lesson.
Scuba Diving. Our speciality! Courses range from the beginner experience, “Discover Scuba” to
more advanced courses. Exciting diving trips for qualified
divers. Courses and workshops for marine ecology and
conservation. Atlantic SEAL's own marine biologist – Peter
McDonnell – takes students on educational trips by boat and
on foot to learn about the local marine flora and fauna off
our coast. (Age restriction applies).
Tennis. Enjoy tennis lessons and get lots of practice at Schull
tennis courts.

Creative + cultural activities
Arts and Crafts. West Cork based internationally renowned artists offer small group painting
lessons. Landscapes and still life, figure drawing. Learn about the use of colour, oil paint,
preparing canvas and join the artists on visits to local galleries and artist studios. Craft activities
include jewellery making, stone engraving & clay sculpture.
Anglo-Irish Literature. Explore the works of Yeats, Joyce, Wilde, Kavanagh, Heaney, Shaw and
more.
Irish Culture and History. A combination of historical
walking tours, workshops, Irish dance. Make scones and
brown bread with lessons on cooking traditional Irish
food.
Irish Music. Learn the flute, tin whistle, the accordion,
traditional tunes on the guitar or try the Irish drum,
called the bodhran.

ELEMENTARY
A2 - Second Stage of ‘Basic User’
(Trinity Grades 2, 3 - ISE0 - Cambridge KET)

General Language Function

Grammatical Structure

?
suggesting

?
a, an, the

?
borrowing / lending

?
have, got, for possession / describing

?
agreeing / disagreeing strongly

?
past simple: regular / irregular

?
inviting / accepting or refusing

?
can / could

?
asking for and giving permission

?
basic 'wh-'- questions

?
polite requests and refusals

?
questions with 'do'

?
reinforcing phonetic alphabet

?
adjectives of description

?
likes and dislikes

?
quantities: some, any, much, many

?
punctuation

?
comparatives / superlatives

?
making enquiries, bookings

?
too / very--- with adverbs
?
adverbs of frequency
?
basic adverbs: really, quite, ending in '–ly'
?
plural and singular count nouns--- extension
?
have to': obligation
?
will': prediction

Vocabulary & Topics
?
Animals

?
Hobbies & interest

?
Sports

?
Clothes & fashion

?
Jobs & interviews

?
Food dishes

?
Music (basic terms)

?
Size (people, clothes etc.)

?
Culture & people

* Additional topics at the discression of the class tutor

Level

Listening / Speaking

Reading

Writing

A2
(ALTE Level 1)

CAN express simple
opinions or requirements in
a familiar context.

CAN understand
straightforward information
within a known area, such
as on products and signs
and simple textbooks or
reports on familiar matters.

CAN complete basic forms,
and write short simple
letters or postcards related
to personal information.

PRE-INTERMIDIATE
B1 - The First Stage of ‘Independent User’

General Language Function

Grammatical Structure

?
Talking about the future – informing and predicting

?
Present continuous for future

?
Talking about events in the indefinite and recent past

?
Past continuous

?
Describing experiences

?
Present Perfect including use of for, since, ever, never

and just

?
Expressing preferences
?
Expressing and requesting opinions and impressions
?
Expressing intention and purpose

?
Will referring to the future for predicting or

informing
?
Modals eg must, have to, might

?
Expressing obligation and necessity

?
Infinitive of purpose

?
Expressing certainty and uncertainty

?
Zero and first conditional sentences using if, when

and unless

?
Giving reasons
?
Stating the duration of event

?
Connecting clause using because

?
Quantifying

?
Common phrasal verbs
?
Adverbials of quantity and quantifiers eg a lot, not

very much

Vocabulary & Topics
?
Health

?
Entertainment e.g. cinema, T.V.

?
Recent personal events

?
Money

?
Music

?
Travel

?
Shopping

?
Festivals

?
Cars and bicycles

?
Fashion

?
Special occasions e.g. birthdays

?
Rules & regulations

* Additional topics at the discression of the class tutor

Level

Listening / Speaking

Reading

Writing

B1
(ALTE Level 2)

CAN express opinions on
abstract/cultural matters in
a limited way or offer advice
within a known area, and
understand instructions or
public announcements.

CAN understand routine
information and articles,
and the general meaning of
non-routine information
within a familiar area.

CAN write letters or make
notes on familiar or
predictable matters.

INTERMEDIATE
B2 - The Second Stage of ‘Independent User’

General Language Function

Grammatical Structure

?
Expressing possibility and uncertainty

?
Simple passive constructions

?
Eliciting further information and expansion of ideas

?
Future Perfect

and opinions

?
Present perfect continuous

?
Agreeing and disagreeing

?
Past perfect

?
Expressing feelings and emotions

?
Used to

?
Expressing impossibility

?
Second and third conditional

?
Describing past habits

?
Reported speech

?
Giving advice

?
Relative clauses

?
Making suggestions

?
Modals to express possibility and uncertainty

?
Persuading and discouraging

?
Modals to give advice and make suggestions

?
Reporting the conversations of others

?
Linking expression eg even though

?
Speculating

?
Cohesive devices eg in other words
?
Discourse connectors eg though, in case

Vocabulary & Topics
?
Early memories

?
Society and living standards

?
Public figures

?
Youth culture

?
Natural environmental concerns

?
National customs

?
Education

?
Pollution and recycling

?
The supernatural

?
The world of work

?
Village and city life

?
Personal values and ideas

* Additional topics at the discression of the class tutor

Level

Listening / Speaking

Reading

Writing

B2
(ALTE Level 3)

CAN follow or give a talk on
a familiar topic or keep up a
conversation on a fairly
wide range of topics.

CAN scan texts for relevant
information, and
understand detailed
instructions or advice.

CAN make notes while
someone is talking or write
a letter including nonstandard requests.

UPPER INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED
B2 / C1 - Independent to Lower Stage of Proficient User
This level fulfills most university entrance requirements

General Language Function

Grammatical Structure

?
Challenging arguments and opinions

?
Correct verb patterns after wish and hope

?
Deducing

?
More complex forms of the passive with modals

?
Defending a point of view

?
Should/ must/ might/ could with the present perfect

?
Developing an argument

?
Verbs followed by gerund and / or infinitive

?
Evaluating different standpoints and options
?
Evaluating past actions or events
?
Expressing abstract ideas - assumptions, beliefs,

caution, tentative opinions, regrets, wishes, hopes
and reservations
?
Hypothesising
?
Inferring
?
Justifying an argument
?
Paraphrasing
?
Softening and downplaying propositions
?
Summarising information, ideas and arguments

Vocabulary & Topics
Roles in the family, International events, social and economic issues, crime and punishment, equal opportunities, educational reform,
habits and obsessions, dreams and nightmares, role models, stereotypes, global environmental issues, the future of the planet,
scientific developments, technology, use of the internet, the media, advertising, lifestyles, designer goods, the arts, design,
ambitions, independence, the rights of the individual, youth behaviour, the school curriculum, bullying, competitiveness, stress
management.

* Additional topics at the discression of the class tutor

Level

Listening / Speaking

Reading

Writing

C1

CAN contribute effectively
to meetings and seminars
within own area of work or
keep up a casual
conversation with a good
degree of fluency, coping
with abstract expressions.

CAN read quickly enough to
cope with an academic
course, to read the media
for information or to
understand non-standard
correspondence.

CAN prepare/draft
professional
correspondence, take
reasonably accurate notes
in meetings or write an
essay which shows an
ability to communicate.

ADVANCED
C2 - Second Stage of ‘Proficient User’
General Language Function

This level subsumes all the
functions of the previous levels.
An extension of the use of those
most targeted by the learner, such
as the interpretation and
employment of intonation
according to contest of situation.

Grammatical Structure

A fine tuning of any errors
and mistakes, such as
collocations and idioms,
according to needs, as
outlined by the learner.

Vocabulary & Topics
At this level topics and skills to be extended and fine-tuned will be negotiated with the learner according to their needs and
interests. Vocabulary will be subsumed in the chosen topics and tasks.

Level

Listening / Speaking

Reading

Writing

C2
(ALTE Level 5)

CAN advise on or talk about
complex or sensitive issues,
understanding colloquial
references and dealing
confidently with hostile
questions.

CAN understand
documents,
correspondence and
reports, including the finer
points of complex texts.

CAN write letters on any
subject and full notes of
meetings or seminars with
good expression and
accuracy.

ADDITIONAL PROGRAMMES AT ATLANTIC S.E.A.L.
General English for Beginners
A specially designed 12 week programme that has been run by the school for many years and has proven
very popular with those embarking on learning English.
It is advised hat beginners follow a three step programme over a period of 12 weeks:
STEP ONE Weeks 1 to 3 - 15 hours (20 lessons)
9:30 to 1:30pm One to one English lessons
2:30 - 5:00 Self study or option of leisure programme / excursion**
STEP TWO* Weeks 4 - 11 - 20 hours (20 lessons)
9:30 to 1:30pm Micro group English and 6 hours of one to one lessons
2:30 - 4:30 3 afternoons of on to one lessons. Self study can take place o the othr
afternoons or option of leisure programme / excursion**
STEP THREE Weeks 10 - 12 - 20 lessons
9:30 to 1:30 20 lessons in micro groups
2:30 - 4:30 Self study or option of leisure programme / excursion**
* Please note that if the student is not ready to advance to Step Two, they will continue with Step One until the teacher is happy
that they ready. There is no extra cost for this service.

Period 1
9:00 - 10:00

Period 2
10:00 - 11:00

Mon

Grammatical
Structures/
Functions/
Integrated skills
(According to level)

Tue

Grammatical
Structures /
Functions/
Integrated skills
(According to level)

BREAK

TIME TABLE OF MORNING CLASSES
FOR STEPS 1 & 3 (6 EXTRA ONE TO ONE LESSONS IN STEP 2

Period 3
11:30 - 12:15

Period 4
12:15 - 1:00

Practice Activities in
line with previous
lesson – can be a
follow-on or
extension of the
above
Oral/Written

Build
Your
Vocabulary
Activities/
Reading/ Listening
Tasks

Speaking
Listening
(Daily Topic)
Can take the form of
a setting up of
project presentation

Practice Activities
In line with previous
lesson
Oral/Written

Build
Your Vocabulary/
Activities/
Reading/
Listening Tasks

Speaking
Listening
(Language
games and
discussions)

Topic
Discussion
(Speaking
and
Listening)
Can take form of
working on project /
presentation

Wed

Grammatical
Structures /
Functions/
Integrated skills
(According to level)

Practice Activities
In line with previous
lesson
Oral/Written

Build
Your Vocabulary/
Activities/
Reading/
Listening Tasks

Thu

Topic
Discussion
(Speaking
and
Listening)
Can take form of
working on project /
presentation

Practice Activities
In line with previous
lesson
Oral/Written

Ditto – but can take
form of preparation
for cultural outing

Fri

Grammatical
Structures /
Functions/
Integrated skills
(According to level)

Practice Activities
In line with previous
lesson
Oral/Written

Activity or
presentation or
round-up of project

Weekly Test

BEGINNER ENGLISH - SAMPLE SYLLABUS

A1 - First Stage of ‘Basic User’

General Language Function
?
Asking for things
?
Replying / listening to replies
?
Basic telephoning
?
Greeting, saying goodbye
?
Greeting, saying goodbye
?
Starting conversations
?
Participating in conversations
?
Asking for & giving information
?
Making basic arrangements
?
Spelling / alphabet
?
Phonetic alphabet
?
Basic adjectives for describing

Grammatical Structure
?
be, can, do, like
?
present simple
?
present continuous
?
past simple
?
prepositions of time, place
?
prepositions of time, place
?
personal pronouns
?
reflex and object pronouns
?
possessives
?
simple sentences

Vocabulary & Topics
?
Basic directions

?
Time

?
Food

?
Basic shopping

?
Numbers

?
The body (basics)

?
Building

?
Colours

?
Accommodation (basics)

?
Countries & nationalities

?
Jobs

?
Home & family

* Additional topics at the discression of the class tutor

Level

Listening / Speaking

Reading

Writing

A1
(ALTE Break-through Level)

CAN understand basic
instructions or take part in a
basic factual conversation
on a predictable topic.

CAN understand basic
notices, instructions or
information.

CAN complete basic forms,
and write notes including
times, dates and places.

Atlantic S.E.A.L. is a small, select English Language school and a certified
teacher training centre.
We offer standard and flexible General English courses, as well as Business
and Specialist programmes in our year-round adult centre. We also have
summer programmes for juniors and teenagers.
South west Cork has been described as “the most magical place in Ireland.”
It boasts a mix of mountains, moors, wild hills full of lakes, deep river valleys
and dramatic cliffs overlooking the Atlantic.
Atlantic S.E.A.L. is based in a charming traditional Irish building at the edge
of Schull village in beautiful southwest Cork. We have the best of both
worlds–a peaceful location, an ideal learning environment, and both the
Atlantic and the village just a minute's walk away.

Atlantic School of English, Cooradarrigan, Schull, West Cork, Ireland.
+353 (0) 28 28943
Å

+353 (0) 28 28946
Ê

info@atlantic-english.com
?

+353 (0) 87 228 3672
Ë

http://www.atlantic-english.com
ü

